is not spoken only by the romanticized folk but is one of the languages of the middle class, part of the pleasure middle-class audiences felt in watching Bennett's performance came from selfrecognition; comic elements can help cover over that audience's anxieties about its own class status, but the laughter remains nervous as that anxiety is never erased. Rather than seeking to dismiss Bennett as a minstrel or rescue her as a "serious" writer, Caribbean Middlebrow wonders whether there can be a place for her in the canon that respects her popularity as an entertainer and her middle-class identity. Caribbean, "fun reading was American" (35). Caribbean Middlebrow adds new insight to the scholarship being developed on early print culture by examining how images of the US circulate as models of commerce, professionalism, and modern blackness.
Edmondson argues that understanding
The chapter on early novelists continues to unearth mostly overlooked texts to show how they imagine brownness, with emphasis on how that identity is consistently refracted through gender and sexuality. This early literature's brownness comes out of the dual impulses towards celebrating blackness as one of the primary origins of the Caribbean middle class while aiming towards a cosmopolitan identity beyond the pathologies assigned to the black working class. But the sources of middle class hybridity-not only in the cultural blending of Europe and Africa, but also in sexual coupling-makes the nonwhite woman's body a site of both anxiety and desire. H.G. de Lisser's Jane 's Career (1913) , for example, uses Jane's ascension to "reveal the 
